
Harry- a man less ordinary 

Chapter one 

Harry stood at the crossing between Farm Street and Queen Street. There was 

a chill in the air, but he had his hat and thermal gloves on to offset the cold. 

There was a quiver in his hand.  He had experienced the “jitters” for years- so it 

was not clear if it was due to the cold or his anxiety. He always liked to arrive 

at least 15 minutes before his shift began. He was on high alert, especially 

looking out for those children, the little ones who may be walking alone to 

school. He had an eye for the vulnerable and just knowing what to do and 

what to say to make people feel comfortable. Harry was always vigilant, 

knowing what was in front, behind and close by. He takes his job very 

seriously. He does not quite earn the living wage but its not about the money. 

He has always been able to survive. He stands proud with sword in hand, ready 

to protect. To the passers-by and local neighbours, they will notice the bright 

reflective colours on his uniform and giant lollipop. The car headlights dazzle 

against the black and white stripes of the crossing. He had a confidence when 

equipped with his work armour. A confidence that was not always evident in 

his daily life. A mundane, “beige” life that often needed some rescuing or so he 

thought. He felt strong when his arm pointed heavenward with lollipop in 

hand, stopping traffic and making a safe passage across the road for the 

children. He was on first name terms with most of the parents. He was irritated 

when children were physically shivering, not dressed properly for the weather. 

In days gone by he used to load his pockets with sweets and treats but those 

days are gone. The Council banned physical engagement, so no hand holding 

and reassurance for children and no confectionary. The children had been 

warned about “stranger danger” and other hazards, so he wanted to set a 

good example. What was the world coming to he thought, but he guessed that 

there must have been some rationale for it. 

Chapter Two 

By 4.15pm, Harry is usually finished his shift for the afternoon. He likes to hang 

on longer to look out for any children who may have strayed from the school 

or were held back by the teacher. He was always in a high state of vigilance, 

rather like a soldier on patrol looking for imminent danger. He had a high level 

of respect from most children and their parents. Occasionally there were those 

who liked to make fun or make faces behind his back, and it had not gone 

unnoticed by him. Some people made the mistake of underestimating Harry, 



considering him as perhaps “not too bright”.  He felt responsible for the 

children, they were his charges. He tried to keep them safe and avert danger in 

any way possible. His detection skills were instinctive and preened to a high 

degree, aware of the local hazards. 

“Why so late Billy, I was about to go home for the night.” Harry inquired. 

“Oh I’m in trouble again with Mrs Gunn for being cheeky.” Billy admitted. 

Harry had a soft spot for Billy. He could relate. He didn’t fit in, was picked on 

and bullied to an extent but at times could be his own worst enemy. But Harry 

could read a person and considered him “solid gold”- a kid with a good heart. 

Harry offered him some words of wisdom and made sure that he was safely 

heading home. Harry walked smartly, swiftly and with purpose for a 67-year-

old, single man. Home was only ten minutes away, but it always took him 

longer as he had to stop and chat to neighbours, check on some friends and 

pick up something from the local butcher for tea. He was known for his friendly 

demeanour.  Litter and chewing gum really got to him, an eye sore on the 

pavement, making the streets look unbecoming. He took a pride in his 

community, so he was, in the main, happy go lucky but with a sense of duty. 

 Unknown to most, Harry has a secret life that he wants to reveal but is fearful. 

He has a penchant for being a classy dresser, a chic role model. After his 

shower and intricate shave, he opened the wardrobe in his spare room. In 

front of him a vision, his treasure. There was the black and white dogtooth 

check trouser suit and the single breasted, red skirt suit with a contrasting 

black belt, a power dressing combination he thought. He skimmed past a few 

floral, pastel-coloured jumpsuits and onto a smart navy-blue tailored dress and 

a silver glittery lurex, off the shoulder evening wear favourite. His latest 

purchase was an emerald, green coloured kimono with subtle gold stitching 

and trimmed with amber velour. He had a collection of heels that would make 

Imelda Marcos jealous. He was a man of design and order and liked everything 

to match, so he selected the black patent brogues with gold contrasting heels. 

They still needed to be properly broken in as he had only worn them once 

previously. Slowly he glided his size nines into the back of the shoe. He 

admired himself in front of the full-length mirror, with a smile of approval. He 

looked very different a few hours earlier. He now headed to his pandoras box 

of cosmetics. He threw his hand in and went for potluck. It was the double-

edged eye pencil, magenta at one end and cream haze at the other, to contrast 



on his lower lid. He finished off with black eyeliner, defining his look. Lips were 

a matt damson, with a glittery sheen which seemed to light up his face. Harry 

cautiously took the hat box from the shelf in his cupboard and carefully 

opened it up to reveal an auburn wig. A bold fringe, long straight shoulder 

length locks, now being positioned on his semi bald head to set his look to 

perfection. He was ready. 

Chapter Three 

Harry paraded around the living room with his sleek midi kimono, brogues and 

a click in his heels, completing his look. He caught a glimpse of his outline in 

the full-length mirror in the hall as he strutted like a peacock with an array of 

rainbow colours, defining his new persona. He had a swagger which belied his 

true personality. 

“Looking good Mister. Where are you off to tonight?” 

“I’m nervous but thinking about taking the plunge and going for my first ever 

walk round the block as Harriet.” 

“Wow, getting brave old gal- are you going under the cover of darkness or is 

Harriet maybe a bit more flamboyant than Harry- ready to take a risk, eh, eh?” 

“I’m quietly confident that my friends and neighbours love me for who I really 

am- I don’t mean anyone any harm. What could possibly go wrong?” 

“Getting brave, maybe a bit too big for your boots- or your brogues? Why 

don’t you ask wee Mrs Brown next door in for a coffee if you are so sure, so 

cocky?” 

“The challenge is on. I’m going to get my long length camel coat. Mrs Brown 

here I come.” 

 

 

Chapter Four 

At the age of 10 years, Harry was a nervous child, finding it difficult to make 

eye contact with anyone. He was sensitive and self-conscious, not finding that 

any praise came naturally to him. His lack of  self-esteem threatened to halt his 

development as a young boy. He did not have the counsel or support of a 



brother or sister. He was a day dreamer thinking of what life could be like, an 

actor, a poet, fashion designer.  

 On his way to school one morning, bag on back and the sun shining through 

his threadbare trousers, two boys from the posh houses, started to taunt him 

as was their regular Friday routine. He could cope with being called poor, he 

accepted that he was probably ugly and his clothes drab, but he would not 

tolerate anyone speaking abusively of his beloved mother. He ignored the 

comments and accepted the thud and punch to his back and face. He didn’t 

really recognise that he was being bullied. He noticed the glare from some 

metal in the posh boy’s hand, like a mirror trying to blind him. Who knew what 

the punishment would be this time? He simply accepted it, whatever the 

treatment or threat might be. He was a nobody, he reckoned in his head. He 

tried accelerating his pace. There was a confusion of thoughts milling in his 

head that he didn’t really understand. It took a while to work out that the 

shining metal was a Swiss army knife. He had never seen one before and he 

didn’t really know what it was or how it worked. A darkness clouded his head.  

Something inside him snapped. There was no thinking time, no moment of 

rationalising or considering the consequences of his actions. He simply 

responded. He lost time and woke up, disorientated and covered in blood.  The 

two posh boys had become one. He woke up handcuffed to a Policeman. Harry 

would now be leaving his school and his cherished mother for a long time.  

Chapter Five 

Back in the moment, Harry was tense as he thought about being as good as his 

word by gearing up to go out and see Mrs Brown. If he wanted the whole 

neighbourhood to know about his alter ego, then Mrs Brown was a good 

option as the local bugle.  Thoughts were flooding his head. What would he 

wear? What would he say? Did he need an explanation? He started to over 

think the situation and reflected on the solitude as a young person in secure 

homes. In his head he was retracting, taking ten steps back. Recoiling. Thinking 

about his life and his job. Being different is not always welcome. Harry looked 

for the make-up remover, smudged his red lips, wig in hand and kicked off his 

shoes. For now, it felt safer to revert to being nice old reliable Harry. Coffee 

with Mrs Brown would have to wait. 

 

 



Chapter Six 

Harry was slumbering peacefully in his queen-sized bed. He was purring, in a 

deep sleep. Harry was oblivious, dead to the world. He was in a world of his 

own. The “anything goes” world. A world where you can relax, be yourself and 

have an existence underpinned by a life that is diverse and inclusive. Harry had 

a crease on his lips, a hint of a smile.  He was walking. The pace started to 

increase and before he knew what he was doing the walk became a trot and 

started to gather speed. He was now running with the wind in his hair. A sense 

of freedom. 

There was no time for him to think as he glided through fields, moving faster, 

catching his breath and feeling alive. Life was good. He was headed for the 

forest. A welcome sight. A new confidence. Throwing all inhibitions to the 

wind, trying to showcase the real Harry. He could relax and be himself. He was 

a paradox of the complicated and yet simple, straightforward and complex.  

Harry took a deep breath, refreshing his soul. He was alive and was allowed to 

be himself. Freedom felt good. It made him strong. Lemon chiffon, cornflower 

taffeta and rainbow velvet focusing his attention. He was distracted, perhaps 

understandably, but felt that he was expressing himself in a way that most 

people would not understand. There were no boundaries. There was 

exhilaration – Harry could finally be Harry.  His head was nodding 

acknowledging the journey then suddenly, abruptly, the alarm screamed and 

signalled reality. He jumped into a standing position, disorientated, taking a 

few minutes to comprehend which parallel universe he was waking up to. 

 Harry had to get up, get ready and prepare for another day as the lollipop 

man.  

Chapter seven 

Harry considered himself a coward but somehow wanted to live a little. By 

cover of darkness, he hatched a plan to go out. It was a spur of the moment, 

instinctive act of madness. He prepared Harriet for her first outing. He 

consulted her and agreed that he would dress down so as not to attract too 

much attention. The tailored black dress, matching black and red ankle boots 

with black tights. 

Harry gathered himself together. Courageous. He took the plunge and literally 

ran out of the door, trying not to look back for fear of who he may bump into. 



He was walking at a pace and could feel the accelerated pumping and thrusting 

of his heart. He had to keep his mouth shut as he was gulping down air, 

increasing his agitation. He finally slowed down and was able to enjoy the thrill 

of the wind against his face and was conscious of his bob bouncing in step with 

his stride. 

Almost out of nowhere, he saw Mrs Hall walking towards him, and he bid her a 

good evening. 

“Good evening” she replied then stopped in mid-sentence, doing a double 

take. The face and voice were familiar, but she could not quite place it. 

“It’s me, Harry Clark, your friendly neighbourhood lollipop man.” 

Mrs Hall did not reply but fled from the spot as quickly as her rather short 

chubby legs would allow. Harry thought that it would be best not to chase 

after her. He had tried to prepare himself for this type of reaction. He had 

wanted to have a conversation. His only crime was to want to be accepted for 

who he is. It was simply a change of look because inside and in his heart, he 

was the same person. 

 

Chapter Eight 

Mrs Hall did not waste time. She got home, breathless but ready for action. 

She made several phone calls; to parents, friends, police Scotland and 

everyone that she could think of. First thing in the morning she would call the 

Council as this man or whatever he was should not be working with children. 

Word of mouth, gossip, the jungle drums were pounding, reaching a 

crescendo. There was local press attention which exacerbated the hysteria 

which was building. A crowd had gathered outside Harry’s normally quiet 

street. His stomach was churning as he got himself ready for work. Uniform on 

and looking out his boots when the telephone rang, bringing him back to the 

moment. 

“Mr Clark, this is Julie from the road safety department. We have received 

some disturbing information.” She spoke at speed and with a serious tone. 

Harry did not quite take in everything that was being said but he got the gist. 

He heard the words “suspended” from his job that he dearly loved. Someone 

would be in touch to do a fact-finding exercise and he was suspended on full 

pay. The reputation of the Council seemed to be at stake or so she had 



explained. Harry was perplexed and momentarily had a flashback to his youth 

when he suffered from anxiety as a result of persistent bullying. He had no 

option he was going to have to ride the storm. He had a deep feeling of 

sadness and melancholy. He was alone in the world. 

There was a knock at the door and Harry was nervous about answering. Much 

to his surprise it was Billy and he invited him in. They talked as normal about 

the things that were worrying him from that day- girls, teachers, his parents, 

pocket money.  

Harry put the kettle on and started to get some perspective from a nine year 

old boy. They had an affinity and much to their surprise they were supporting 

each other. Harry hesitatingly shared some of his unusual dressing options 

with Billy. He laughed but loved this interesting side to the lollipop man. It was 

a very big deal to Harry but Billy took it in his stride and was unclear what all 

the fuss was about. Harry couldn’t help but smile. He thought that Billy had a 

hidden maturity and inbuilt understanding of inclusiveness and humanity. His 

parents had coached him well he thought. It encouraged Harry and gave him a 

determination and a confidence that he could be honest to himself and to the 

world at large. He simply finds expression of himself through cross dressing. 

Harry had learned a lot from his young friend Billy. 

Chapter Nine 

It was now or never. Harry stood behind his front door, hand gliding over the 

lock. He was dressed. He looked gingerly through his spyhole to get an idea of 

who was out at this time of day. His agitation was visible but there was no 

stopping him now. He had been anxious all of his life. He had to get control of 

the panic washing over him. He had to try and stop thinking about what others 

thought of him and make a stand in life for himself. Harry took a deep breath, 

turned the key in the lock, opened the front door and emerged for the second 

time as Harriet but it was different this time. The sun was shining. It felt good. 

He noticed the smell of tar from the road mingling with the aroma from the 

array of flowers from local gardens, a strange, contrasting floral mixture. A 

paradox much like himself.  

Harry, a decent man, a man less ordinary, who has a penchant for dressing up 

as a way to escape and live out his fantasy. Harry who masquerades as Harriet 

was, finally, truly free. A great feeling. He did not wish anyone any harm or 

offence. He just asked for understanding. He stood in silence. Poised. 



Harry was taking a chance with his red satin heels on, but cautiously he put 

one foot in front of the other and walked with a new confidence down his 

front path. 
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